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INTRODUCTION/PURPOSE OF THE PLAN

This plan describes an interpretive vision for Cedar Breaks National Monument It

describes what the National Park Service will do to provide visitors with information

orientation and interpretation about the park Visitors will have the chance to learn about

Cedar Breaks to enjoy its stories and to protect its values

An additional purpose of this plan is to provide guidance for subsequent design work

Visitor experience and interpretation goals and objectives are described and will serve as

foundation for forthcoming plans and solutions to serve park visitors and provide the

desired visitor experiences Management goals that are addressed by the parks interpretive

program will be more easily accomplished One of these goals involves public understanding

of and support for management actions that will aid in preserving park resources for the

enjoyment of future generations

As readers of this plan will see past National Park Service planning efforts have called for

development in the park that has never been realized Cedar Breaks has small historic

log cabin dating from 1937 that serves as the visitor center Recognizing the log cabins

value in illustrating rustic park architecture as well as park history this plan does not seek

to move or enlarge this historic structure Instead emphasis is placed on reaching the

majority of park visitors who are driving through or who do not stop at the visitor center



PARK PURPOSE AND SIGNIFICANCE

Park purpose and significance were defined during Rocky Mountain Region Management

Assessment Workshop held August 23-25 1993 in Cedar City Utah

Cedar Breaks National Monument was established to

preserve spectacular cliffs canyons and features of scenic

scientific and educational interest on lands within Cedar

Breaks National Monument

enhance settings and promote public appreciation and

enjoyment of Cedar Breaks National Monument

manage the national monument consistent with the 1916

Organic Act Endangered Species Act E.O 11988

Floodplains E.O 11990 wetlands Native American Graves

Protection and Repatriation Act Historic Preservation Act

Archeological Resources Protection Act and other laws

regulations and policies that may apply

The significance of Cedar Breaks National Monuments natural and cultural resources is

as follows

Cedar Breaks is an important element in regional four-season

spectrum of recreational opportunities provided in partnership

with both the public and private sectors

Cedar Breaks unique high elevation location on the west edge

of the Colorado Plateau provides spectacular vistas of the

Great Basin and evidence of ancient Lake Bonneville This

provides unparalleled opportunities for the visitor to experience

the span of geologic time and range of life zones from cold

desert to alpine tundra

Cedar Breaks provides quiet solitude colorful beauty

opportunities for contemplation pristine night skies endless

vistas isolation the adjacent wilderness permits even more

intense appreciation of these values



The amphitheater is grand example of the geologic processes

that have eroded colorful sandstone limestone environment

into fantastic shapes and formations

The beauty of Cedar Breaks is exemplified by the play of light

in the amphitheater the contrasts between sunlight and shadow

providing depth space and grandeur that challenge ones

imagination

Cedar Breaks represents one of the highest plateaus in the

region which enhances the sense of depth and scale of the

landscape

Archeological remains at Cedar Breaks provide evidence of

10000 years of human use of this high-elevation region

Cedar Breaks contains significant historic remnants including

outstanding examples of rustic architecture and presents an

opportunity to tell the human story of the regions heritage

Cedar Breaks contains relatively undisturbed portions of the

Markagunt Plateau It provides an opportunity for scientific

study and baseline for comparison with adjacent areas

Cedar Breaks serves as link in the chain of the Grand

Circle of national park system areas providing colorful cool

respite

Cedar Breaks contains an untapped multitude of Quaternary

age resources important to understanding its development and

erosional/depositional history glacial deposits paleobotany

paleosoils depositional history bog deposits volcanic ash

deposits and the like

spectacular array of wildflowers provides scene reminiscent

of an artists palette Cedar Breaks contains variety of

distinctive flora and fauna concentrated in relatively small

area These colorful wildflower displays the Bristlecone Pines

and watchable wildlife present ample viewing opportunities



COMPELLING STORIES THEMES AND GOALS

COMPELLING STORIES

The power of place at Cedar Breaks is felt in the subtle juxtaposition of what is right

there in your face and what is missing The power is there at the rim of the spectacular

natural amphitheater mixing rock and color light and shadow the stirring of the wind the

views that go on and on Away from the rim the spruce fir aspen and bristlecone pine

combine with vast meadows to create more intimate landscape where wildflowers abound

and wildlife is sheltered Just as powerful however is what isnt there crowded overlooks

air filled with pollutants commercial development large buildings with even larger parking

lots the variety of noise most people associate with their everyday lives The word refuge

comes to mind safe place to reconnect with ourselves and world we have almost

forgotten

Interpreters at Cedar Breaks play the role of facilitator helping visitors come face to face

with the real thing helping them understand its intricacies and lessons Interpreting the

power of place gives voice to Cedar Breaks significant messages As interpreters the

stories we tell and the resources we manage and protect must be placed in context of

broader meaning and significance When interpretation is done well audiences become

participants not spectators and the resources that are interpreted become theirs Visitors

have the opportunity to develop deeper commitment to the stewardship of places like

Cedar Breaks

Compelling stories are often the product of individual insight and experience and there

may be countless compelling stories at each resource Each story can be viewed as an

individual piece of art masterpiece that appeals to universal ideas and meanings

The compelling stories at Cedar Breaks revolve around the concepts of endurance and

transition What better example than the bristlecone pine hundreds sometimes thousands

of years old surviving the vagaries of time and climate and location There are lessons

there Eons of geology the rocks seem to remain forever yet are always in change

Human beings have left evidence of their temporary passing with trails and roads log

buildings and campgrounds and prehistoric artifacts The harsh winter climate offers

challenges to both animal and plant life yet they endure or return Humans today are still

challenged by the winter climate and test their strength in recreation activities Fragile yet

enduring Cedar Breaks provides place for the eyes to scan outward and upward and the

mind and spirit to explore inward



INTERPRETIVE THEMES AND GOALS

The primary interpretive themes listed below have been identified as guidelines for

interpreting Cedar Breaks National Monument

The spectacular scenic cliffs of Cedar Breaks were carved into ancient lake and

stream deposits primarily during time of uplift and volcanic activity The area

is still in its process of geological development The geological forces that created

Cedar Breaks are constantly at work most often changing the landscape veiy

slowly over long periods of time

Goal Provide visitors through printed matter exhibits and personal interpretive

presentations in laypersons terms basic overview of the geologic history of Cedar Breaks

Goal Enhance the visitors understanding of the nature of the geologic processes at work

in the Cedar Breaks region by interpreting those processes that have occurred most recently

and may be constant and ongoing

Variations in elevation and climate create different environments in which plants

and animals live These flora and fauna are adapted to these various conditions

and many different communities and species result The park area represents

sample of some of these communities

Goal Provide visitors an understanding of the life zones concept or how life-forms and

their respective habitats change with changing altitude and climate

The high plateaus and their lush vegetation contrast shaiply with the surrounding

desert areas As result people have come to this area to hunt homestead graze

livestock or recreate for generations although harsh winters allow only seasonal

use of the area even today

Goal Provide visitors with an introduction to the human history of the Cedar Breaks area

and the cultural resources of the park

Goal Give visitors an appreciation for the severe winters that occur at the higher elevations

of Cedar Breaks that limit permanent year-round occupation of the plateau even today

The processes of life are interrelated with the earth sky and water and

humankind is dependent on all for its existence National Parks preserve

examples of these processes they serve to remind us of our place in the universe

provide places for study recreation relaxation and contemplation and protect

important parts of the natural and historic heritage of the countly and world



Goal Instill in the visitor sense of the importance of national park areas and similar

preserves for our physical mental and/or spiritual well-being

The use of park resources whether they be natural cultural or scenic requires

knowledge of and respect for both the inherent hazards that may cause the

visitor harm and the potential for destruction of those resources by visitor

activities

Goal Provide all park users with the information they need to have safe and enjoyable

park experience

Goal Emphasize the fragile nature of park resources and accepted park use ethics in

printed informational material wayside exhibits and/or during personal interpretive

presentations

INTERPRETIVE PROGRAM GOALS

The goals of the Cedar Breaks interpretive programming as whole are to

Provide interested park users local residents and educational groups with

special presentations based on park themes and resources to enable them

to develop thorough understanding of the areas significance and resource

values

Provide means for the public and park management to communicate their

thoughts and desires to each other so that management is aware and

responsive to the needs of the public to foster the public understanding of

how the preservation of park resources dictates management plans and

policies and to gain public support for those management plans and policies

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES FOR VISITOR USE

In addition to the interpretive themes and goals listed above the following are management

objectives for visitor use These were developed during the Cedar Breaks National

Monument Management Assessment Workshop in August 1993

Visitors arrive fully understanding what experiences are available to

them in the region Cedar Breaks Bryce Canyon Cedar City Dixie

National Forest Brian Head



Develop regional interconnecting trail system that accommodates

motorized and nonmotorized recreational users in safe and

environmentally sound manner

Interpretive programs focus on the most essential compelling stories

New facilities are in-place within and outside the park to

accommodate Cedar Breaks role as destination

Cedar Breaks is classroom that stimulates change by heightening

environmental stewardship and environmental citizenship

Settings are managed to enhance sense of renewal and reflection to

be touched emotionally by the parks experience

Cedar Breaks is recognized active partner in regional and state

tourism/economic effort

Cedar Breaks plays an integral part in the publics understanding

appreciation and responsibility for the National Park Services role in

preserving our natural and cultural resources and values

Cedar Breaks is recognized national example of how ecotourism

goals mesh with National Park Service ecosystem goals
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

In 1909 the Cedar Breaks geologic amphitheater was included as part of Sevier now
Dixie National Forest The U.S Forest Service Department of Agriculture administered

and protected the area

This status changed in 1933 after trails were opened to the area the Union Pacific Railroad

built facilities for visitors and promotional literature proclaimed the amphitheaters

geological qualities President Franklin Roosevelt established Cedar Breaks National

Monument under Proclamation No 2054 August 22 1933 This proclamation provided

for the preservation of the spectacular cliffs canyons and features of scenic scientific

and educational interest contained therein

Roosevelt had the authority to proclaim the area monument under the Act of June 14

1897 30 Stat 34 and under the Antiquities Act of 1906 34 Stat 335 The 1906 act

authorized the president to proclaim national monuments while the 1897 act authorized

the president to modify any executive order that has been made establishing any forest

reserve including reducing the area or changing the boundary lines In this instance the

Cedar Breaks amphitheater was excluded from the Dixie National Forest when it was

established as national monument.

The original boundary established in 1933 was modified on March 1942 and again on

June 30 1961 Presently the monuments approved acreage is 6154.6

On April 29 1971 President Richard Nixon transmitted to Congress 14 proposals for

additions to the National Wilderness System One of these proposals was to designate 4370

acres within Cedar Breaks National Monument as wilderness This proposal is still under

consideration as of fall 1995 however the wilderness acreage within the monument has

been increased
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THE RESOURCE

Cedar Breaks National Monument is jewel of park in the sense that is lesser-

known unit of the park system its development is minimal and most of that development

dates to the 1930s The scenic rim drive around the natural rock amphitheater is commonly

inaccessible until mid-June because of its snowy high elevation of 10000 feet and visitor

use although increasing does not match the numbers of people visiting
other well-known

sites within the Grand Circle of national parks monuments historical areas and

recreation areas in the American Southwest including Bryce Canyon National Park Utah

Glen Canyon National Recreation Area Utah and Arizona Grand Canyon National Park

Arizona and Lake Mead National Recreation Area Nevada and Arizona But this lack

of prominence is part of Cedar Breaks appeal The visitor experience is low-key and

opportunities for solitude are many the parks architecture is historic and in original

settings and the parks resources are both sublime and subtle bold and majestic

The cliffs and canyons of Cedar Breaks have been carved into the western edge of the

Markagunt Plateau by the headwaters of Ashdown Creek and its tributaries at the edge

of the Colorado Plateau Province Elevations in the park range from 8000 feet to over

10600 feet The primary geological unit of the park is the Cedar Breaks Formation Claron

Formation The formation is mixture of sandstones shales and limestones formed in low-

lying lakes and streams about 55 million years ago and then uplifted and eroded Iron and

manganese minerals in the rock produce wide range of red yellow orange and purple

hues across the cliffs While this is the same geological formation preserved at Bryce

Canyon National Park variations in the rock layers and differences in the action of the

geological processes involved have produced more colorful scenic vistas at Cedar Breaks

but with fewer of the spires pinnacles arches etc that are found at Bryce

The rim area of the breaks preserves mixture of spruce/fir forest and subalpine meadows

Throughout the summer the meadows abound in dazzling profusion of wildflowers

peaking in mid-summer with magnificent display of waves of color across the meadows

and into the forests At the very edges of the cliffs throughout the monument ancient

bristlecone pine trees are found thriving in the harsh exposed environment to which they

are so well adapted The oldest bristlecone known in the monument is 1650 years old but

older trees may yet be found

variety of wildlife live here such as the common mule deer and marmots as well as pika

badger bobcat mountain lion golden eagle hawks and much more Clear air and high

elevation provide scenic vistas of the surrounding area including outstanding opportunities

to view the night sky Being only seasonal visitor to the area man has left only few

prehistoric and historic evidences of his existence Over 75% of the 6155-acre monument
is wilderness that is the land area that is below the rim 4830 acres This area has been

proposed for legislated wilderness designation
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Recreational activities in the summer include hiking sightseeing photography camping

nature study bicycling and picnicking During the winter all park facilities are closed

except for Route 143 in the north part of the park which is plowed by the state of Utah

Snowmobiling snowshoeing and cross-country skiing are popular winter activities

NATURAL RESOURCES

Cedar Breaks National Monument contains multicolored geologic amphitheater eroded

from the Claron Formation located on the 10000-foot Markagunt Plateau of southwestern

Utah The Pink Cliffs member of the Claron Formation was limy ooze deposited in

shallow Eocene lakes near sea level beginning about 55 million years ago general uplift

and development of fault blocks occurred during the Mioceneapproximately 15-25 million

years ago The Cedar Breaks amphitheater is an escarpment facing westward with rims on

the north east and south Erosion has produced ridges and other shapes although isolated

spires are almost absent These geologic resources are significant in that although the

Claron Formation is exposed in many parts of southwestern Utah including Bryce Canyon

National Park nowhere else has this formation been eroded into such deep broad

canyon The vertical relief from the rim to the bottom of the gorge is approximately 2500

feet and the canyon stretches almost three miles from the north rim to the south rim In

addition the presence of various minerals produce wide range of red yellow orange and

purple hues in the rock layers that is unsurpassed by other exposures of this formation

Although the amphitheater comprises about 75% of the monument Cedar Breaks also

produces an abundant colorful display of subalpine wildflowers in the meadows and spruce-

fir forests on the rim These include the marsh marigold columbine larkspur Indian

paintbrush lupine and many more

The ancient bristlecone pines are another significant resource Other woody species include

Englemann spruce subalpine fir limber pine quaking aspen and dwarf juniper Shrubs

such as gooseberry currant twinberry and redberry elder often form dense thickets

The characteristic topography of this region is that of broad plateaus bounded by receding

escarpments Some of these plateaus are the highest in the United States The Aquarius

Plateau of south-central Utah and Grand Mesa of western Colorado exceed 11000 feet in

elevation Outstanding examples of this phenomenon preserved in the park system in

addition to the Markagunt Plateau at Cedar Breaks are portions of the Kaibab Plateau in

Grand Canyon National Park the Paunsagunt Plateau in Bryce Canyon National Park and

the Mesa Verde Plateau in Mesa Verde National Park

PREHISTORIC/HISTORIC RESOURCES

Park prehistoric resources include numerous surface-lithic archeological sites scattered

throughout the monument most are not documented In 1986 an archeological site was
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discovered in the north end of the park that is of special significance because of its

elevation and its age Located at 10500 feet evidence from this site indicates at least

seasonal occupation of both Paleo-Indian and Archaic cultures dating from 9000 years

ago New surface scatter sites were discovered in the park in 1988 during an archeological

survey along the park fence line

Two thousand years ago the agriculturalist Anasazi grew maize squash and beans and

supplemented their diets through hunting in the higher elevations during summers As the

Anasazi moved south by the 1200s they were replaced in the Cedar Breaks area by the

Paiutes The Southern Paiutes grew corn along rivers and hunted in the mountains for mule

deer rabbits elk mountain sheep grizzly bear and mountain lion Descendants of this

tribe continue to live in communities throughout the region Cedar Breaks and the entire

Colorado Plateau remains extraordinarily important to contemporary Indian peoples of

many different tribes

The first Europeans to pass through the area were the Spanish members of the 1776

Escalante-Dominguez Expedition Mormon settlers appeared in the early 1850s founded

the communities of Cedar City and Parowan and gave the Cedar Breaks amphitheater its

name During the late 1800s and early 1900s many local residents grazed dairy cattle and

sheep in the high country meadows of the Markagunt Plateau By the 1920s it had become

local tradition for many families from Parowan and Cedar City to meet during summer

holidays at dance hall and boarding house later known as Minnies Mansion that was

located in meadow just inside the north boundary of what would become Cedar Breaks

National Monument

The scenic beauty and cool summer temperatures also attracted an increasing number of

tourists brought to the park by the Union Pacific Railroad over newly constructed gravel

road Trainloads of visitors would arrive at the depot in Cedar City where they would

board touring cars for their guided trips through Biyce Canyon and Zion National Parks

and Cedar Breaks National Monument Many would stay for dinner or nights rest at the

Cedar Breaks Lodge built in 1925 by the Union Pacific Railroad Among the visitors of

the 1920s was Horace Aibright who was instrumental in bringing President Roosevelts

commitment to preserving Cedar Breaks as national monument

Park historic resources include the visitor center and ranger cabin both built by the Civilian

Conservation Corps in the 1930s which are on the National Register of Historic Places

The monuments picnic area and the campground date to 1962 There are also remains of
the Minnies Mansion dance hall and several old cabin sites in the north part of the

monument The remains of little Ireland pioneer homestead are found just north of the

boundary
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RECREATIONAL RESOURCES

The recreational resources of Cedar Breaks National Monument include two hiking trails

Ramparts Trail four miles round trip Alpine Pond Nature Trail two-mile loop one

picnic area and one 30-site campground During the winter when the main park road is

closed due to heavy snow groomed snowmobile trail part of statewide network of

trails is maintained by Utah State Parks over the unplowed portion of Route 148 through

the park The park attracts snowmobilers cross-country skiers and snowshoers throughout

the winter

SCENIC RESOURCES

From each of the established overlooks in the park and along the hiking trails visitors have

spectacular views of the Cedar Breaks amphitheater which drops about 2500 feet below

and is three miles across Visitors can also see for many miles to the south and west From

these vantage points of over 10000 feet in elevation the viewshed includes the Ashdown

Gorge Wilderness Area and Cedar Valley immediately below and to the west then

continuing west across the Escalante Desert and the eastern edge of the Basin and Range

Province into Nevada On clear day Wheeler Peak some 100 miles away in Great Basin

National Park Nevada can be seen From some points along the Ramparts Trail vistas to

the east include the Paunsagunt Plateau where Bryce Canyon National Park is located and

the Aquarius Plateau some 55 miles distant

Just outside the parks north boundary is scenic drive leading to the summit of Brian

Head Peak elevation 11315 where visitors enjoy unparalleled views to the north west and

east The town of Brian Head lies at the foot of the peak to the northwest and has become

resort open all year It attracts thousands of skiers to its groomed downhill runs from

November through April and countless hikers mountain bikers and festival goers from

May through October
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EXISTING VISITOR USE

The park has seasonal visitation pattern Almost all visits occur during June to October

The main north-south route through the park Highway 148 is closed by snow from about

mid-November through mid-May Access into the main part of the park is by snowmobile

cross-country skis or snowshoes in the winter The unplowed highway is part of network

of snowmobile trails in the area that are groomed and maintained by the Utah Department

of Natural Resources Division of Recreation and Parks In addition two trails the Alpine

Pond Trail and one-mile route along the north rim of the amphitheater are marked for

cross-country skiers and snowshoers by the National Park Service

Highway 143 through the northeast corner of the park remains open throughout the year

except during and immediately after strong winter storms because of heavy drifting

Automobile access is generally available across this road in the winter and visitors may
access the North View Overlook from the road usually requires walking across deep snow

to the overlook

Peak visitation occurs on holidays and weekends during the summer July and July 24

state holiday are traditionally the periods of heaviest visitation Labor Day weekend can

be busy depending on weather and the scheduled opening of schools within the parks area

of influence Fall colors help to extend the season into October

Average visitor stay is estimated to be two hours The majority of recreation visits are by

visitors on their way to another destination who are just passing through although many
are discovering Cedar Breaks while touring southern Utah and are returning to spend

longer portions of their vacation away from the big crowds and warmer temperatures of

Zion and Bryce Canyon National Parks In fact traffic using the park roads as convenient

routes to other destinations accounts for more than half of the parks visits

About 15% of the total number of visitors stop at the visitor center or otherwise participate

in interpretive activities An average of 1.2% of summertime visitors stay overnight in the

campground Very few campers stay more than one night Those that do stay for longer

periods are often repeat visitors Visitors arriving by bus total less than 1% of total

visitation

The majority of visitors come from elsewhere in Utah with the next largest percentages of

visitors coming from Nevada and California respectively Early and late season visitors

mid-May through mid-June and mid-September through mid-October are typically

younger or retired couples without children while summer visitors are typically families

with school-aged children Foreign visitation is increasing but is estimated at less than 1%
of total visitation less than 10% of visitors to the visitor center
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park use survey completed in 1988 provides additional information on numbers of

visitors The survey consisted of personal interview of visitors as they exited from one of

the monuments three entrances Data was collected from June through September 1988

The vehicle and occupant count data were used to calculate average persons-per-vehicle

PPV multipliers by the entrance month and type of visit

Persons-Per-Vehicle By Entrance Exit Used

Entrance Used Number of Persons Number of Persons-per-

Vehicles Vehicle

North 870 331 2.63

East 949 371 2.56

South 969 379 2.56

TOTAL 2788 1081 2.58

Persons-Per-Vehicle by Month 1988

Month Number of Persons Number of Persons- Per-

Vehicles Vehicle

June 259 88 2.94

July 942 366 2.57

August 875 319 2.74

September 728 313 2.33

Persons-Per-Vehicle by Type of Visit

Type of Visit Number of Persons Number of Persons-Per

Vehicles Vehicle

Recreation 1265 429 2.95

Nonrecreation 1438 614 2.34

Nonreportable 101 43 2.34

TOTAL 2804 1086 2.58
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Visitation numbers to Cedar Breaks National Monument for 10 years are as follows

Year Visitation Change

1985 394914
_________________________

1986 437400 10.8%

1987 444780 1.7%

1988 490715 10.3%

1989 498472 1.6%

1990 430268 -15.6%

1991 469133 9.0%

1992 406477 -15.3%

1993 578268 42.2%

1994 779086 347%

Visitation figures for 1993 and 1994 are skewed because faulty traffic counters providing

unreliable figures were replaced with accurate and dependable counters

Average Percent Change over 10-year Period 20.4%

Annual fluctuations in visitation is largely due to weather as it affects the opening and

closing dates of the monument each year
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PLANNING CONTEXT

This Interpretive Plan replaces the 1971 Interpretive Prospectus The 1994 Annual

Statement for Interpretation and Visitor Services describes in detail personal services and

program operation This Interpretive Plan and the Statement for Interpretation are based

on the same interpretive themes goals and objectives to provide guidance for personal and

nonpersonal services

PREVIOUS NATIONAL PARK SERVICE PLANNING EFFORTS

INTERPRETIVE PROSPECTUS Cedar Breaks National Monument worked with the

Western Service Center the Southern Utah Group and the Southwest Region to prepare

an Interpretive Prospectus in July 1971 This plans major proposal was the development

of an interpretive facility at Point Supreme This facility was to consist of an enclosed

viewing space covered patio containing small exhibit enclosure and space for short

standup slide show administrative space snack bar and public restrooms viewing

terrace and sitting area was to be located beyond the facility out on the point This complex

was to provide the visitor with thorough introduction to Cedar Breaks in all types of

weather on year-round basis Another proposal was the development of two introductory

trailhead wayside exhibits and trail leaflet for the Alpine Pond Trail

Secondary proposals included the design and construction of wayside exhibits for Sunset

View and North View The wayside at Sunset View would mention the monuments

wilderness area and the wilderness system At North View the wayside would provide an

introduction for visitors entering Cedar Breaks from the north

GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN/DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN The Rocky

Mountain Region and Cedar Breaks National Monument prepared GMP/DCP in May
1984 This document updated the parks Master Plan dating from 1966 and set forth the

basic management philosophy for the park The plan identified park purpose and

management objectives established management zones development and natural and

addressed resource management visitor safety and use and interpretation issues

The 1984 plan proposed continuation of Point Supreme as the center of visitor activity

and as dispersal point for other opportunities and activities The existing visitor center

was to be relocated near the parking area and be expanded and rehabilitated to provide

visitor orientation museum area and cooperative association sales combination of road

and trails would link other activities Park roads were to be completely reconstructed The

Alpine Pond and Wasatch Ramparts trails were to be extended along the entire

amphitheater rim
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RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN Written by Cedar Breaks staff and approved in

November 1992 the resources management plan addresses the role of interpretation in the

management of natural and cultural resources specifically the interpretation of threats to

resources to gain public understanding and support for park management policies

STATEMENT FOR MANAGEMENT Written in 1994 by park staff the statement for

management addressed major issues confronting park management including the need for

new visitor center and planning for interpretive facilities exhibits and wayside exhibits

The plan identified management objectives with regard to interpretive activities

MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT WORKSHOP The Rocky Mountain Region

Management Assessment Workshop held in August 1993 reaffirmed Cedar Breaks

National Monuments role and purpose and its relation to the National Park System

Participants at this workshop including park and region staff as well as interested

individuals/agencies defined park purpose statements significance statements management

objectives statements obstacles to reaching the objectives and responsibilities for

overcoming the obstacles

STATEMENT FOR INTERPRETATION The 1994 version of this annual report prepared

by park staff provides detailed information needed for interpretive program planning

including primary themes goals and objectives of the interpretive program bibliography

inventory of existing facilities and services visitor use information an annual interpretive

operations plan and an annual cost and productivity analysis

OTHER PLANNING EFFORTS

The state of Utah is working with the National Park Service and the U.S Forest Service

to develop interpretive wayside exhibits along Utah Scenic Byways and Scenic Backways

located in Dixie National Forest and Cedar Breaks National Monument
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EXISTING CONDITIONS

Because of heavy snowfall about 250 inches annually and extreme winter conditions the

main road Route 148 going through the monument is usually closed from mid-November

until mid-May Almost all visits occur from June through October when all visitor facilities

are open and personal interpretive presentations by seasonal rangers are available In the

winter no personnel are available to provide interpretation and no visitor facilities are

open However large number of cross-country skiers snowmobilers and snowshoers visit

the park The park provides variety of interpretive services and supporting facilities for

the visiting public however publications and outdoor wayside exhibits may be the only

interpretive media that will reach winter visitors

FEE STATION

Visitors to the park pay an entrance fee to park staff at wooden structure on the edge

of the visitor center parking lot at Point Supreme nearby kiosk provides information and

interpretation messages Signs here are cluttered and confusing as they attempt to address

several needs payment of fees when staff is not available to collect fees directions to

restrooms and to the visitor center as well as the Point Supreme overlook

VISITOR CENTER

1937 log cabin 700 square feet serves as the monuments visitor center This is the

primary location for visitor orientation and interpretation as well as sales outlet The

appearance of the historic log cabin contributes to Cedar Breaks ambiance and charm

Currently the visitor center is open from Memorial Day weekend through about October

15 Most visitors have no idea of what to expect when they get out of their cars in the

parking lot Uniformed rangers and the National Park Service arrowhead are apparent as

visitors approach the walk-up fee station The new fee station is designed with two walk-up

windows and often has two rangers on duty to collect fees and to provide general

information orientation This allows visitors to gather much of the information they need

at the fee station and reduces congestion in the small visitor center

As visitors proceed up the paved walkway to the historic visitor center many still have little

knowledge of the Cedar Breaks amphitheater Once visitors enter the front door and look

through the visitor centers picture windows overlooking the geologic amphitheater their

reactions include dropped jaws and oohs and aahs

uniformed ranger is available in the visitor center Often to prevent crowding around

the information desk which is also sales desk the ranger will station him/herself on the

front porch or out at the overlook to greet visitors Four new exhibits July 1992 in the
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visitor center explain the geologic evolution features and colors of the amphitheater and

serve to answer commonly asked questions These exhibits were designed for visitors to

enjoy them quickly and move on small Zion Natural History Association book sales area

completes the visitor experience in the visitor center Most people stay no longer than 10-15

minutes in the visitor center

The visitor centers size tends to limit the numbers of people who can enter at any given

time Visitors walk by and if the visitor center is too crowded they go on another 50 feet

to the Point Supreme Overlook perhaps returning to the visitor center on their return

Most visitors receive information and orientation at the fee station During peak visitation

uniformed ranger is stationed at the overlook to provide information and interpretation

Two regularly scheduled geology talks are presented at the Point Supreme Overlook daily

with additional talks given to organized groups and bus tours as needed In addition one

interpretive porch talk is presented outside the visitor center each afternoon

When the weather is too cold or wet the geology talks or porch talks are given inside the

visitor center This usually leads to overcrowding inside the small building In 1994 total

of 3316 visitors attended 225 interpretive presentations at the visitor center/overlook area

averaging 15 visitors per program

COOPERATING ASSOCIATION

The Zion Natural History Association sales outlet generates $75-80000 in gross sales

during the time the visitor center is open each year Publications and other sales items offer

interpretation of park themes as well as the National Park Service mission In addition the

ZNHA sales clerk in the visitor center provides great deal of information/orientation

services to visitors This allows the visitor center ranger to visit with people on the front

porch or at the overlook helping to reduce crowding

TRAILS

The circular two-mile Alpine Pond trail leads to forest glade and pond It is self-guided

trail and visitors can obtain an interpretive brochure available at the trailhead and visitor

center since 1989 to read ecological resource protection and safety messages The

brochures text corresponds to numbered posts along the trail

The two-mile Ramparts Trail follows the plateau rim past stand of ancient bristlecone

pine and ends at viewpoint over the Cedar Breaks amphitheater The trail is self-guided

but no printed publications or other media interpreting the parks resources are presently

in use
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U.S Forest Service unmaintained trail the Rattlesnake Creek Trail passes through

portion of the park near its northern boundary

OVERLOOKS

The majority of park visitors who drive through the park on Route 148 have the

opportunity to stop and view the Cedar Breaks Amphitheater at several pulloff areas with

overlooks These are Point Supreme Sunset View Chessmen Ridge Overlook and North

View All of the overlooks have identification signs few have signs with resource

protection messages

CAMPGROUND/CAMPFIRE AMPHITHEATER

The park has 30-site campground open only in the summer The campfire amphitheater

has fire circle split log seats for 50-60 people and audiovisual capabilities Evening

programs are offered nightly at the campground amphitheater from about June 15 through

Labor Day Certain programs such as night sky interpretation are presented at the Point

Supreme Overlook During bad weather programs are held inside the visitor center In

1994 total of 1952 visitors attended 74 evening programs averaging 27 visitors per

program

BULLETIN BOARDS

Bulletin boards are located at the campground entrance and restrooms to provide

information on fee requirements regulations interpretive programs and other needed

information Interpretive messages are presented as well

WAYSIDE EXHIBITS

Currently there are no wayside exhibits in the park

LIBRARY

There is small park library of approximately 250 volumes in the ranger office Park staff

also uses the Southern Utah University library in Cedar City for program research

ARCHIVE/STUDY COLLECTION

The park has very small archive and study collection Unfortunately current holdings

need the attention of professional curator as they are scattered unorganized and not

available for use or display Also slide files are incomplete
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PUBLICATIONS

The park brochure Cedar Breaks is distributed as widely as possible to visitors at the

entrance station visitor center and campground and through personal contacts Brochures

are mailed upon request to provide visitors with some pre-visit information Other park

literature includes site bulletins with interpretive themes snowmobile regulations resource

information accessibility concerns and other topics

TRAVELER INFORMATION STATION

Visitors to the park may listen to short information message by tuning to specific

frequency on the AM radio dial Messages vary only slightly by season and contain

orientation safety regulations and interpretive information The station is inoperative

during the winter because of frequent power outages

SPECIAL POPULATIONS

Cedar Breaks presently does not have interpretive materials devoted to visitors with special

needs such as the hearing or visually impaired There are no park publications in languages

other than English

The park offers guides for teachers planning trips with their classes into the park Junior

Ranger Program was initiated during fiscal year FY 95 primarily for children ages 6-12

but available to visitors of all ages The program consists of five page handout with

information and questions for children to answer on the parks geology flora fauna

weather and environmental stewardship Children are encouraged to learn about the parks

resources through visitor center exhibits interpretive program attendance and one-on-one

visits with park rangers Upon completion of their packet which is reviewed by park

ranger the children are awarded Junior Ranger badge and certificate

ACCESSIBILITY

short trail adjacent to the visitor center and offering view of the Cedar Breaks

amphitheater is accessible for wheelchairs

OFFSITE INTERPRETATION

Currently information on southern Utah parks in general including Cedar Breaks is

available to visitors coming into Utah at the Port of Entry Visitor Center south of St

George Utah The Kolob Canyons Visitor Center in Zion National Park 18 miles south

of Cedar City serves as an information center on southern Utah and provides accurate
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information about the monument Information on Cedar Breaks is also available from the

Chamber of Commerce in Cedar City

The Iron County Utah Travel Council is attempting to build Welcome Center in Cedar

City that would focus on all of the areas attractions national and state parks Shakespeare

Festival etc An exhibit about Cedar Breaks could be installed as well as information and

interpretive publications being made available to the center

Computers with CD-ROM technology for providing information on the monument could

be placed within these offsite visitor/welcome centers

The town of Brian Head sponsors summer activities that involve Cedar Breaks The town

has guided hikes to outlying areas each weekend many of which venture into Cedar Breaks

Botany walks through the monument are guided by Southern Utah University botany

professor Photography workshops using park subjects are offered also These programs

however do not present or interpret some of the monuments interpretive themes or other

desired messages such as National Park Service identification or mission statement

The U.S Forest Service has seasonal resort naturalist who coordinates the Brian Head

activities The Cedar Breaks staff presents joint evening program with the Forest Service

every other Friday night during the summer season at various public campgrounds in the

area including Cedar Breaks The program focuses on the differences and similarities of

land management philosophies between the Forest Service and the Park Service

PERSONAL SERVICES

The park staff interacts with park visitors in several different ways During the summer
initial contacts are made at the fee station and visitor center Interpreters also give

presentations at the visitor center and campground campfire amphitheater Roving

interpreters try
to contact visitors on trails who may not have stopped at the visitor center

Outreach programs for community groups and school programs are conducted both in and

out of the park Teacher information packets are available and contain pre- and post-visit

lesson plans and interpretive messages for children

description of the Minimum Interpretive Program in the 1994 Annual Statement for

Interpretation calls for minimum of 1.5 FTE for personal services which translates into

four seasonal interpreters and program manager/supervisor This would permit the

current minimum level of interpretation during the summer season only and would not

allow for outreach programs with schools and other organizations during the rest of the

year

The 1994 Statement for Interpretation recommends the addition of permanent subject-to

furlough or term appointment GS-5/7 Park Ranger for six to eight months year to

implement an expanded interpretive program Duties would include coordination and
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implementation of an interpretive outreach program for local schools during the spring and

fall assisting with the coordination of spring interpretive training overseeing and evaluating

personal interpretive presentations of seasonal interpreters and assisting with the operation

of the visitor center during shoulder seasons when seasonal staff are usually unavailable
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THE PLAN

VISITOR EXPERIENCE GOALS

Visitor experience goals are based on the park purpose and significance statements They

describe what the National Park Service will make available for visitors to Cedar Breaks

National Monument These goals provide guidelines for media activities and facilities

contributing to visitor enjoyment and learning in Cedar Breaks

Visitors to Cedar Breaks National Monument will have opportunities to

have one-on-one contact with ranger

enjoy the ambiance of small low-key park with no new or large

development

be reminded visually and physically of their park experiences in the 1950s

and 1960s

know that Cedar Breaks is unit of the National Park System

have contact with interpretive media even if they are passing through the

monument towards another destination

have knowledge of the park and its resources prior to their visit

enjoy wilderness solitude and isolation

SUMMARY OF INTERPRETIVE PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

ZONES The 1984 General Management Plan/Development Concept Plan defined two

major zones in the park with regard to the type development that may occur in different

areas of the park In the Natural Zone 6063 acres only minor wayside developments

that would not substantially alter the natural environment are permitted within Natural

Environment Subzone which totals 1233 acres The remaining area within the Wilderness

Subzone is closed to development that would be inconsistent with its status as proposed

legislative wilderness area Major development of facilities is permitted only within the

Development Zone 92 acres Almost all visitor use in the park occurs above the

amphitheater rim which is only about 21.5% of the parks total land area Of this area

only about 92 acres are in the existing Development Zone
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IDENTIFICATION Park identification needs at Cedar Breaks are great Many visitors do

not know that Cedar Breaks is Park Service area and easily confuse it with the

surrounding Dixie National Forest or Utah state park The monument has identified

weaknesses in the areas of National Park Service agency identification mission statement

interpretation of park resources that are non-geology related i.e human history flora and

fauna night sky and conveyance of the monuments compelling story what makes the

park special and worthy of preservation as unit of the National Park System as well what

sets it apart from the surrounding Dixie National Forest

These weaknesses are minimized through the use of personal interpretive presentations as

agency identification and mission and subjects other than geology are presented during

interpretive programs However because the vast majority of visitors drive through the

monument and do not stop at the visitor center and because the park is open and road is

passable during the late spring and early fall when there are few personal interpretive

services available these messages reach minority of visitors

FACILITIES Existing visitor facilities including parking areas are approaching their

useful capacity during the peak summer visitation months Care must be taken to prevent

the development of interpretive facilities and programs that will increase the average length

of stay without providing additional parking picnicking camping and restroom facilities

for those visitors who will be staying longer in the park

The present lack of administrative and interior visitor use space for the interpretive

program places constraints on the types of interpretive programs that can be presented and

the number of visitors that can be accommodated At times the 700 square-foot log cabin

visitor center lacks space to adequately serve the 1000 visitors per day that use the facilities

at Point Supreme during May through October There is no interior space dedicated for

the presentation of personal interpretive programs or automated audiovisual programs

Likewise there is little administrative space for an interpretive library workroom or for

the storage and maintenance of audiovisual equipment and slide files these functions occur

in converted housing structure

VISITOR CENTER The 1984 General Management Plan/Development Concept Plan

called for new visitor center at Point Supreme In the past the Zion Natural History

Association indicated an interest in funding visitor center construction but this possibility

is now remote Given the realities of funding for new construction and considering whether

new facility would meet the visitor experience goals this Interpretive Plan does not

propose new larger visitor center be built

Any new interpretive facility would be more visible than the existing visitor center would

attract more visitors would presumably increase their length of stay and so would

necessarily require more parking restrooms and other services Additional staff would be

required to serve the increased numbers of visitors and as stated above the monument

does not have the infrastructure office space housing water storage/delivery capacity
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sewer systems etc to support major increases in longer-term visitation and staffing

new visitor center would not add dramatically to the visitor experience or resolve the

weaknesses in the interpretive program Most of the weaknesses are related to what is

available or not to the visitor who does not come to the visitor center new visitor

center would not attract the majority of visitors who do not stop at the present visitor

center and would not alleviate the challenges of reaching those visitors The size of the

present visitor center is adequate most of the time thus new facility
should not be built

to accommodate the peak visitation exceptions

NATURE OF VISITATION The seasonal nature of visitation at Cedar Breaks affects the

types of interpretation that can be offered by park staff and by media Visitor facilities and

personal services are only available few months of the year If interpretive facilities are

to be provided for winter use they must be maintenance-free and tamper-resistant as

winter patrols by the park staff are infrequent Site bulletins and other publications and

outdoor wayside exhibits may be the only interpretive media that will reach winter visitors

In addition the majority of visitors to Cedar Breaks drive through on their way to other

destinations and are not contacted personally by park staff This visitor use pattern is

expected to continue Interpretive media should be designed to accommodate this type of

visitation Emphasis should be placed on short interpretive programs wayside exhibits and

loop trails that can capture more visitors before they head to their next destination

ACCESSIBILITY All media prescribed by this plan shall meet mandated federal

accessibility requirements All media shall conform with the September 1991 2.1

Special Populations Programmatic Accessibility Guidelines for Interpretive Media developed

and issued by Harpers Ferry Center Appendix.J

VISITOR CENTER EXHIBITS

The 1992 visitor center exhibits appear reasonably effective for this particular facility Given

the size and function of the building interior exhibits should remain minimal and should

not require visitors to linger The low-profile panel at the viewing window successfully

interprets features of the rock amphitheater and should prove especially useful during

inclement weather For the next couple of years park staff should analyze the exhibits

effectiveness and the exhibits should be reevaluated at the next opportunity

MOBILE VISITOR CENTER

temporary booth or table could be set up in the North View parking lot with ranger

and some props and handouts This would be an inexpensive means of reaching people who

would not otherwise have any contact with ranger either onsite or offsite
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PUBLICATIONS

At Cedar Breaks publications help to provide visitors with park orientation information

and interpretation This is especially true for the majority of visitors who do not stop at the

visitor center free park newspaper printed for the summer crowds could address

increasing interpretation and resource protection needs and complement the park

brochure These could be available for visitors not only at the entrance station and visitor

center but in the campground and at rim overlooks

SIGNS

Cedar Breaks needs coordinated sign plan to identii it as National Park System unit

as well as to provide orientation and information for visitors who drive through the park

Signs are required at the south entrance on Route 148 as well as on the north and east

entrances on Route 143 Through unified design identification orientation and

interpretive signs could reaffirm for visitors that they are in national park thus

encouraging appropriate behavior for resource protection

WAYSIDE EXHIBITS

The lack of development and visitor facilities is part of the parks unique atmosphere and

charm Although the visitor center is open from June to October many people do not enter

the building Wayside exhibits are often the only interpretive contact and therefore carry

disproportionate information burden at Cedar Breaks

new parkwide wayside exhibit plan is needed to provide park and trailhead orientation

and to interpret significant features and
site-specific phenomena Through unified design

new wayside exhibit system can communicate NPS identity throughout the park and can

reinforce this identity at overlooks trailheads and parking lots Ideally the wayside exhibit

design should be coordinated with the park sign plan

Cedar Breaks vast scenery and complex geology do not easily lend themselves to the site

specific wayside exhibit medium But there are number of locations where wayside

exhibits can illuminate particular aspects of the parks unique ecosystems and cultural

features tentative series of parkwide wayside exhibits for Cedar Breaks National

Monument follows This list can be used as starting-point for more detailed wayside

exhibit planning in the near future
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Exhibit

Number Subject Location

Vista identification Route 14 Coordinate with

USFS

Edge of the Colorado Plateau Sunset View Overlook

Drainage gullies of Cedar Breaks Sunset View Overlook

Meadows of Cedar Breaks Chessman Ridge Overlook

Alpine Pond Trail Alpine Pond Trailhead

Chessman Ridge Overlook

Spectra Point Trail Spectra Point Trailhead

tree adaptation Visitor Center parking lot

Cultural history archeology North View Overlook

dairy farming sheep herding

Orientation to Cedar Breaks North View Overlook

National Monument

Estimated costs summer 1995 for planning design and production of the above

wayside exhibits if managed and completed by the Harpers Ferry Center are as follows

Planning and Design $12000

Production 40000
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ADDITIONAL PLANS AND STUDIES NEEDED TO
FULLY IMPLEMENT THIS INTERPRETIVE PLAN

Updated visitor survey

Parkwide wayside exhibit plan

STRATEGY FOR IMPLEMENTING THIS

INTERPRETIVE PLAN

WAYSIDE EXHIBITS

The highest priority for funding of wayside exhibits is proposed exhibit Meadows

of Cedar Breaks located at the Chessman Ridge Overlook The park will attempt to

fund the design and production of this wayside in FY 96 with Operational National Park

Service funds

In FY 97 the park will seek funding through the interpretive media repair/rehabilitation

fund and the Zion Natural History Association to fund both the design and production

of the remaining seven wayside exhibits There is also the possibility that the U.S.Forest

Service will obtain some outside funding to assist in the design and production of one or

two of the proposed wayside exhibits

Wayside exhibits will be fiberglass embedded Standard wayside exhibit frames and bases

are also needed

PARK NEWSPAPER/SITE BULLETIN

Cedar Breaks is described in the Zion National Park guide The Sentinel but there is

not enough coverage of the parks specific resource issues and interpretive needs The

park needs its own newspaper on smaller scale than Zions

In FY 96 park staff will devise an inexpensive one page double-sided handout in the

site bulletin format to include important information every visitor should receive at the
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park entrance gate This will be accomplished with assistance from Zion staff familiar

with desktop publishing or through brokering with other Colorado Plateau cluster

parks

ENTRANCE SIGNS

The Utah Department of Transportation UDOT is working on realigning and

resurfacing the road leading into the park from the south This project includes wide

pullout just south of the park entrance The park superintendent will work with UDOT
to arrange for an attractive engaging entrance sign to be installed at this location An

appropriate stone and log sign will be designed and constructed with park funds and

installed in FY 97

MOBILE VISITOR CENTER/ENHANCED ROVING

In the summer of 1996 park staff will experiment with the mobile visitor center

concept by setting up table or other visible platform at overlooks and pullouts for

short impromptu interpretive demonstrations or programs These will reach visitors

where they congregate This will still be dependent on the availability of park staff
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Statement of Purpose

This document is guide for promoting full access to interpretive media to ensure that

people with physical and mental disabilities have access to the same information necessary

for safe and meaningful visits to national parks Just as the needs and abilities of

individuals cannot be reduced to simple statements it is impossible to construct guidelines

for interpretive media that can apply to every situation in the National Park System

These guidelines define high level of programmatic access which can be met in most

situations They articulate key areas of concern and note generally accepted solutions Due

to the diversity of park resources and the variety of interpretive situations flexibility and

versatility are important

Each interpretive medium contributes to the total park program All media have inherent

strengths and weaknesses and it is our intent to capitalize on their strengths and provide

alternatives where they are deficient It should also be understood that any interpretive

medium is just one component of the overall park experience In some instances especially
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with regard to learning disabilities personal services that is one-on-one interaction may
be the most appropriate and versatile interpretive approach

In the final analysis interpretive design is subjective and dependent on both aesthetic

considerations as well as the particular characteristics and resources available for specific

program Success or failure should be evaluated by examining all interpretive offerings

of park Due to the unique characteristics of each situation parks should be evaluated

on case-by-case basis Nonetheless the goal is to fully comply with NPS policy

...To provide the highest level of accessibility possible and feasible for

persons with visual hearing mobility and mental impairments consistent

with the obligation to conserve park resources and preserve the quality of

the park experience for everyone

NPS Special Iirective 83-3 Accessibility for Iisablcd Persons

Audiovisual Programs

Audiovisual programs include motion pictures sound/slide programs video programs and

oral history programs As matter of policy all audiovisual programs produced by the

Harpers Ferry Center will include some method of captioning The approach used will

vary according to the conditions of the installation area and the media format used and

will be selected in consultation with the parks and regions

The captioning method will be identified as early as possible in the planning process and

will be presented in an integrated setting where possible To the extent possible visitors

will be offered choice in viewing captioned or uncaptioned versions but in situations

where choice is not possible or feasible captioned version of all programs will be made

available Park management will decide on the most appropriate operational approach for

the particular site

Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired Visitors

The theater auditorium or viewing area should be accessible and free of

architectural barriers or alternative accommodations will be provided UFAS 4.1

Wheelchair locations will be provided according to ratios outlined in UFAS

4.1.218a

Viewing heights and angles will be favorable for those in designated wheelchair

locations

In designing video or interactive components control mechanisms will be placed in

an accessible location usually between 98 and 48 from the ground and no more
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than 24 deep

Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired Visitors

Simultaneous audio description will be considered for installations where the

equipment can be properly installed and maintained

Guidelines Affecting Hearing Impaired Visitors

All audiovisual programs will be produced with appropriate captions

Copies of scripts will be provided to the parks as standard procedure

Audio amplification and listening systems will be provided in accordance with UFAS

1.218b

Guidelines Affecting Learning Impaired Visitors

Unnecessarily complex and confusing concepts will be avoided

Graphic elements will be chosen to communicate without reliance on the verbal

component

Narration will be concise and free of unnecessary jargon and technical information

Exhibits

Numerous factors affect the design of exhibits reflecting the unique circumstances of the

specific space and the nature of the materials to be interpreted It is clear that thoughtful

sensitive design can go long way in producing exhibits that can be enjoyed by broad

range of people Yet due to the diversity of situations encountered it is impossible to

articulate guidelines that can be applied universally

In some situations the exhibit designer has little or no control over the space Often

exhibits are placed in areas ill-suited for that purpose they may incorporate large or

unyielding specimens may incorporate sensitive artifacts which require special

environmental controls and room decor or architectural features may dictate certain

solutions All in all exhibit design is an art which defies simple description However one

central concern is to communicate the message to the largest audience possible Every

reasonable effort will be made to eliminate any factors limiting communication through

physical modification or by providing an alternate means of communication

Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired Visitors

Exhibit space will be free of physical barriers or method of alternate

accommodation shall be provided
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All pathways aisles and clearances will meet standards set forth in UFAS 4.3

Generally minimum width of 36 will be provided

Ramps will be as gradual as possible and will not exceed slope of rise in 12

run and otherwise conform with UFAS 4.8

hnportant artifacts labels and graphics will be placed at comfortable viewing

level relative to their size Important text will be viewable to all visitors Display

cases will allow short or seated people to view the contents and the labels Video

monitors associated with exhibits will be positioned to be comfortably viewed by all

visitors

Lighting will be designed to reduce glare or reflections especially when viewed from

wheelchair

Ground and floor surfaces near the exhibit area will be stable level firm and slip

resistant UFAS 4.5

Operating controls or objects to be handled by visitors will be located in an area

between and 48 from the ground and no more than 24 deep UFAS 4.3

Horizontal exhibits e.g terrain model will be located at comfortable viewing

height

Information desks and sales counters will be designed for use by visitors and

employees using wheelchairs and will include section with desk height no

greater than 32 to 34 with at least 30-inch clearance underneath The width

should be minimum of 32 vertical with additional space provided for cash

registers or other equipment as applicable

10 Accessibility information about the specific park should be available at the

information desk and the international symbol of access will be displayed where

access information is disseminated

11 Railings and barriers will be positioned in such way as to provide unobstructed

viewing by persons in wheelchairs

Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired Visitors

Exhibit typography will be selected with readability and legibility in mind

Characters and symbols shall contrast with their backgrounds either light characters
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on dark background or dark characters on light background UFAS 4.30.3

Tactile and participatory elements will be included where possible

Audio description will be provided where applicable

Signage will be provided to indicate accessible restrooms telephones and restroom

elevators UFAS 4.30

Guidelines Affecting Hearing Impaired Visitors

Information presented via audio formats will be duplicated in visual medium

either in the exhibit copy or by printed material

Amplification systems and volume controls will be incorporated to make programs

accessible to the hard of hearing

Written text of all audio narrations will be provided

All narrated AV programs will be captioned

Allowance for Telecommunication Devices for the Deaf TDD will be included into

information desk designs

Guidelines Affecting Learning Impaired Visitors

Exhibits will avoid unnecessarily complex and confusing topics

Graphic elements will be developed to communicate nonverbally

Unfamiliar expressions and technical terms will be avoided and pronunciation aids

will be provided where appropriate

To the extent possible information will be provided in manner suitable to

diversity of abilities and interests

Where possible exhibits will be multisensory Techniques to maximize the number

of senses utilized in an exhibit will be encouraged

Exhibit design will be cognizant of directional handicaps and will utilize color and

other creative approaches to facilitate comprehension of maps

Historic Furnishings

Historically refurnished rooms offer the public unique interpretive experience by placing

visitors within historic spaces Surrounded by historic artifacts visitors can feel the spaces
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come alive and relate more directly to the historic events or personalities commemorated

by the park

Accessibility is problematical in many NPS furnished sites because of the veiy nature of

historic architecture Buildings were erected with functional point of view that is many
times at odds with our modern views of accessibility

The approach used to convey the experience of historically furnished spaces will vary from

site to site The goals however will remain the same to give the public as rich an

interpretive experience as possible given the nature of the structure

Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired Visitors

The exhibit space should be free of architectural barriers or method of alternate

accommodation should be provided such as slide programs videotaped tours visual

aids dioramas etc

All pathways aisles and clearances shall when possible meet standards set forth

in UFAS 4.3 to provide adequate clearance for wheelchair routes

Ramps shall be as gradual as possible and not exceed rise in 12 run and

conform with UFAS 4.8

Railings and room barriers will be constructed in such way as to provide

unobstructed viewing by persons in wheelchairs

In the planning and design process furnishing inaccessible areas such as upper

floors of historic buildings will be discouraged unless essential for interpretation

Lighting will be designed to reduce glare or reflections when viewed from

wheelchair

Alternative methods of interpretation such as audiovisual programs audio

description photo albums and personal services will be used in areas which present

difficulty for the physically impaired

Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired Visitors

Exhibit typefaces will be selected for readability and legibility and conform with

good industry practice

Audio description will be used to describe furnished rooms where appropriate

Windows will be treated with film to provide balanced light levels and minimize

glare
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Where appropriate visitor-controlled rheostat-type lighting will be provided to

augment general room lighting

Where appropriate and when proper clearance has been approved surplus artifacts

or reproductions will be utilized as hands-on tactile interpretive devices

Guidelines Affecting Hearing Impaired Visitors

Information about room interiors will be presented in visual medium such as

exhibit copy text pamphlets etc

Captions will be provided for all AV programs relating to historic furnishings

Guidelines Affecting the Learning Impaired

Where appropriate hands-on participatory elements geared to the level of visitor

capabilities will be used

Living history activities and demonstrations which utilize the physical space as

method of providing multisensory experiences will be encouraged

Publications

variety of publications are offered to visitors ranging from park folders which provide

an overview and orientation to park to more comprehensive handbooks Each park

folder should give brief description of services available to the disabled list significant

barriers and note the existence of TDD phone numbers if available

In addition informal site bulletins are often produced to provide more specialized

information about specific site or topic It is recommended that each park produce an

easily updatable Accessibility Site Bulletin which could include detailed information about

the specific programs services and opportunities available for the disabled and to describe

barriers which are present in the park These bulletins should be in reasonably large type

18 points or larger

Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired Visitors

Park folders site bulletins and sales literature will be distributed from accessible

locations and heights

Park folders and Accessibility Site Bulletins should endeavor to carry information

on the accessibility of buildings trails and programs by the disabled
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Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired Visitors

Publications will be designed with the largest type size appropriate for the format

Special publications designed for use by the visually impaired should be printed in

18-point type

The information contained in the park folder should also be available on audio

cassette Handbooks accessibility guides and other publications should be similarly

recorded where possible

Guidelines Affecting Hearing Impaired Visitors

Park site bulletins will note the availability of such special services as sign language

interpretation and captioned programs

Guidelines Affecting Learning Impaired Visitors

The park site bulletin should list any special services available to this group

Wayside Exhibits

Wayside exhibits which include outdoor interpretive exhibits and signs orientation shelter

exhibits trailhead exhibits and bulletin boards offer special advantages to disabled visitors

The liberal use of photographs artwork diagrams and maps combined with highly

readable type make wayside exhibits an excellent medium for visitors with hearing and

learning impairments For visitors with sight impairments waysides offer large type and

high legibility

Although limited number of NPS wayside exhibits will always be inaccessible to visitors

with mobility impairments the great majority are placed at accessible pullouts viewpoints

parking areas and trailheads

The NPS accessibility guidelines for wayside exhibits help ensure standard of quality that

will be appreciated by all visitors Nearly everyone benefits from high quality graphics

readable type comfortable base designs accessible locations hard-surfaced exhibit pads

and well-designed exhibit sites

While waysides are valuable onsite interpreters it should be remembered that the park

resources themselves are the primary things visitors come to experience Good waysides

focus attention on the features they interpret and not on themselves wayside exhibit

is only one of the many interpretive tools which visitors can use to enhance their

appreciation of park

Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired Visitors

Wayside exhibits will be installed at accessible locations whenever possible
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Wayside exhibits will be installed at heights and angles favorable for viewing by most

visitors including those in wheelchairs For standard NPS low-profile units the

recommended height is 34 from the bottom edge of the exhibit panel to the

finished grade for vertical exhibits the height of 24-28 depending on panel size

Trailhead exhibits will include an accessibility advisory

Wayside exhibits sites will have level hard-surfaced exhibit pads

Exhibit sites will offer clear unrestricted views of park features described in exhibits

Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired Visitors

Exhibit type will be as legible and readable as possible

Panel colors will be selected to reduce eye strain and glare and to provide excellent

readability under field conditions White should not be used as background color

Selected wayside exhibits may incorporate audio stations or tactile elements such as

models texture blocks and relief maps

For all major features interpreted by graphic wayside exhibits the park should offer

nonvisual interpretation covering the same subject matter Examples include

cassette tape tours radio messages and ranger talks

Appropriate tactile cues should be provided to help visually impaired visitors locate

exhibits

Guidelines Affecting Hearing Impaired Visitors

Wayside exhibits will communicate visually and will rely heavily on graphics to

interpret park resources

Essential information included in audio station messages will be duplicated in

written form either as part of the exhibit text or with printed material

Guidelines Affecting Learning Impaired Visitors

Topics for wayside exhibits will be specific and of general interest Unnecessary

complexity will be avoided

Whenever possible easy to understand graphics will be used to convey ideas rather

than text alone

Unfamiliar expressions technical terms and jargon will be avoided Pronunciation
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aids and definitions will be provided where needed

Text will be concise and free of long paragraphs and wordy language
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